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English summary
Statement of the problem:
The problem of the study is delimited to the weakness of higher cognitive levels and also the weakness of creative thinking abilities of first year secondary  students, as well as the inconsistency of results of studies about the type of correlation between cognitive achievement and creative thinking in the field of science and other fields of study. This this study tries to investigate  the effectiveness of using the systemic approach in teaching biology in the cognitive achievement and developing the creative thinking of first year secondary students, and hence recognizing the type relation between cognitive achievement and creative thinking of students.
Questions of the study:
	The study tries to answer the following questions:
1- What is the extent of effectiveness of using the systemic approach in teaching biology in the cognitive achievement of first year secondary students?
2- What is the extent of effectiveness of using the systemic approach in teaching biology in developing the creative thinking of first year secondary students?
3- What is the relation between the cognitive achievement and the creative thinking of first year secondary students?
Purposes of the study:
	The study aims to:
1- Determine the extent of effectiveness of the systemic approach in teaching biology in the cognitive achievement of first year secondary students.
2- Determine the extent of effectiveness of the systemic approach in teaching biology in developing the creative thinking of first year secondary students.
3- Determine the type of correlation between cognitive achievement in the field of biology and the creative thinking of first year secondary students.   
Hypotheses of the study:
	The study investigates the following hypotheses:
1- There are no statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group students and the control group students in the post application of the cognitive achievement test.   
2- There are no statistically significant differences between the mean scores of the experimental group students and the control group students in the post application of the creative thinking test.
3- There is no statistically significant correlation between the scores of the post application of the cognitive achievement test and the scores of the post application of the creative thinking test of the study sample.
Significance of the study:
	The significance of the study stems from following consideration:
1- It may guide biology teachers in the secondary stage towards the importance of developing the creative thinking of students as one of the main aims of teaching science to face the challenges of the twenty-first century.
2- It may help biology teachers in the secondary stage in developing the techniques used in teaching biology which are appropriate to the nature of the present age and achieve the aims of teaching biology at that stage.
3- It may help in training fourth year students of biology department at sohag faculty of education during their teaching through the practical education to use the systemic approach in teaching biology to first year secondary students. 
4- It may help the biology course planners and developers at the secondary stage in planning and developing other chapters of biology courses using systemic approach in accordance with its systemic interrelated nature.
5- It may help biology curricula evaluators at the secondary stage in constructing tests that assess higher cognitive levels and creative thinking of students.
6- It may direct the attention of those who are in charge of training session at sohag administration of education department towards training biology inspectors and teachers in service at the secondary stage on using the systemic approach in teaching biology courses.
7- It may participate in directing other researchers in the field of curricula and methods of teaching science to do researches about the effectiveness of using the systemic approach in teaching and leaning other science courses and subjects.
Delimitations of the study:
	The study was restricted to the following delimitations:
1-Reformulating the second chapter of the biology course of first secondary year entitled “building the human being”.
2-selecting the sample of the study from the first – year girl students of Asmaa Bent Aby Bakr secondary school in sohag.
3- Applying the study during the first term the academic year 2004/2005.
4- Limiting the independent variable to the systemic approach in teaching and learning for the experimental group, and the usual method for the control group of the study.
5- Limiting the dependent variables to the following two variables:
a- Cognitive achievement which is limited to three levels: analysis, synthesis and evaluation of the study sample. 
B- Creative thinking which was limited to three levels: fluency, flexibility and originality of the study sample.
6- Explaining the results of the study in the light of the size and type of the study being used.
Materials and tools of the study:
1- A teacher’s guide for the chapter of study according to the systemic approach in teaching and learning.
2- A student’s book for the chapter of the study according to the systemic approach in teaching and learning.
3- Test of cognitive achievement (prepared by the researcher).
4- Test of cognitive thinking (prepared by the researcher).  
Sample of the study:
	Two correspondent groups, one experimental (class 1\3) and the other control (class 1\5) were randomly chosen from five classrooms of the first year at Asmaa Bent Abe Bakr secondary school in sohag governorate.
Variables of the study: 
1- The independent variable represented in the systemic approach in teaching and leaning for the experimental group, and the usual way for the control group of the study.
2- The independent variable represented in the following two variables:
a- The cognitive achievement with levels of analysis, synthesis, and evaluation.
B- The Creative thinking with levels of fluency, flexibility, and originality.
Procedures of the study:
1- Reviewing pertinent literature.
2- Preparing the theoretical part of the study which included:
a- Systemic approach in teaching and leaning biology.
b- Creative thinking and teaching biology at the secondary stage.
3- Choosing the second chapter "building the human being” from the biology course of first-year secondary and analyzing its content to decide on the learning features included in, and therefore to form its behavioral objectives.
4- Reconstructing the chapter of study according to the systemic approach in teaching and learning. This resulted in preparing a teacher’s guide and a student’s book.
5- Presenting the teacher’s guide and the student’s book in their preliminary form to a jury and performing the necessary changes to reach its final form.
6- Preparing the cognitive achievement test and the creative thinking test and presenting them to the jury.
7- Conducting the pilot study and validating the two study tools statistically.
8- Making sure of the correspondence of the experimental and control groups.
9- Teaching the chapter of study to the experimental group students using the systemic approach in teaching and learning, and at the same time the control group students studied the same chapter using the usual way.
10- Post applying the two study tools on the experimental and the control groups.
11- Carrying out the suitable statistical treatments, reaching the results, analyzing and explaining them.
12- Presenting recommendations and suggested researches related to the problem and results of the current study.
Results of the study:
	 The study reaches the following results:
1	There was a statistically significant differences (p>0.05) between mean scores of the experimental group students and the control group students in post application of the cognitive achievement test in its three levels (analysis, synthesis and evaluation) favoring the experimental group students.
2	 The effect size of systemic approach in total cognitive achievement test and its three levels (analysis, synthesis and evaluation) of experimental group students valued (2.60), (2.60), (1.82) and (1.67) by arrangement. All this values refer to great size effect of systemic approach in cognitive achievement in its three levels, because all these values are more than (0.80).
3	 The effectiveness, measured by Blake's modified gain ration of systemic approach in total cognitive achievement test and its three levels: analysis, synthesis and evaluation valued (1.21), (1.18), (1.34) and (1.16) by arrangement. All these values come with in the ranges limited by Blake from (1) to (2).
4	There is statistically significant differences (p>0.05) between mean scores of the experimental group students and the control group students in post application of the creative thinking test in its three levels (fluency, flexibility and originality) favoring the experimental group students.
5	 The effect size of systemic approach in total creative thinking test and its three levels: fluency, flexibility and originality of experimental group students valued (1.86), (1.80), (1.45) and (1.56) by arrangement. All these values refer to more size effect of systemic approach in creative thinking in its three levels, because all this values are great than (0.80).
6	 The effectiveness, measured by Blake's modified gain ration of systemic approach in total creative thinking test and its three levels : fluency, flexibility and originality valued (1.29), (1.25), (1.32) and (1.36) by arrangement All these values come with in  the ranges  limited by Blake from (1) to (2).
7	There is statistically significant correlation (P>0.05) between the cognitive achievement and creative thinking of:
a	The study sample students (the correlation valued "0.83").
b	Experimental group (the correlation valued "0.72").
c	 the control group (the correlation valued "0.59" )

